Commission Exhibit 662

Sp. Arthur Mandella
N.Y.C. Police Dept.
Bureau of Criminal Identification

Underside Con Barrel

1 PHOTO - IDENT. FINGERPRINT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD 11 POINTS

Brown Bag (Wrapping Paper)

2 PHOTOS

PHOTO # 1 (Wrapping) IDENT. LEFT HAND FINGER OSWALD 11 POINTS

PHOTO # 2 (Palmprint) IDENT. PALM OSWALD 18 POINTS

Box A

10 PHOTOS 12-13 POINTS

# 25 IDENTICAL (WRONG # 2 FINGER OSWALD) LEFT HAND SAME AS 27

# 26 SAME AS # 32 GUN. APP. OSWALD (ALSO SAME AS 23 ON Box B)

# 27 SAME AS # 25 GUN A - LEFT HAND UNIDENTIFIED

# 28 LEFT FRAGMENTS ON TWO OF LOOPS UNIDENTIFIED

# 29 PAIR VALVE IDENTIFIED

# 30 2-PARTIAL PALM - NEGATIVE - UNIDENTIFIED 0 W/7/10/12

# 31 PARTIAL PALM - NEGATIVE UNIDENTIFIED

# 32 SAME AS # 26 GUN A - ALSO SAME AS 217 INSIDE BOX B - NO VALUE

# 34 OIL ROOS LEFT PALM - LEFT SIDE 13-16 POINTS

SUFFICIENT CHARACTERISTICS (PARTIAL PALM)

Box B

8 PHOTOS

# 15 PARTIAL PALM - UNIDENTIFIED - NEGATIVE

# 18 PARTIAL PALM - NO VALUE CHARACTERISTICS UNIDENTIFIED

# 19 TWO LATEST IMPRESSIONS NEGATIVE 26 3 17

# 20 NEGATIVE - OIL LATEST IMPRESSION UNIDENTIFIED

Commission Exhibit 662
Box B (Cont'd)

#21 Same as Box A. Photo 26-32. Also Box B #12 - same (several fragments - no value)

#22 - two linear fragments. Inorganic characterization unidentified

#23 - linear fragment. R.F. - N.C. - unidentified - one palm leaf?

#24 Same as Box A. Photo 26-32. Also same as Box B. Photo 21

Box C

3 Photos

#10 - partial value - latent F.P. - negative

#11 - one faint value latent F.P. - negative

#12 - partial print print - negative - question value

Box D

2 Photos

#17 - 2 faint F.P. - left no value. R. value - same as F.P. in Box B #19 above.

#13 - right palm Oswald (heel)
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